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ABSTRACT
Introducing optical inter-satellite links in a global navigation satellite system enhances orbit determination and offer frequency
synchronization across the constellation. To show proof-of-concept and system capabilities a laboratory demonstrator has been
developed and first tests in laboratory environment have been taken out. The demonstrator is buildup of two reciprocal units
interconnected via bi-directional free-space optical links. Each unit is composed of opto-mechanical terminal, optical communication
system and digital signal processing implemented on a field programmable gate array. Ranging and time transfer is realized utilizing
a 25.55 Gigachip-per-second binary phase shift keying modulation scheme. Correlating the received ranging sequence with a local
generated reference, pseudo range determination within the order of 100 µm accuracy is achieved. In addition, a 50 Megabit-persecond data signal is multiplexed onto the ranging sequence for exchanging satellite and time information as well as user data.
Frequency transfer is realized using a cavity stabilized laser as carrier transferring its stability onto the phase locked local oscillator
at the receiver side. Global synchronization at system level is achieved by means of synchronizing the optical carrier and spread
sequence to a highly stable clock reference as well precise ranging and information distributed through the data channel. Using onsatellite ultra-stable optical oscillator and a frequency comb for radio frequency reference generation short-term frequency stability
in the order of 10-15 s/s (Allan deviation at 1 s gate time) is achieved. The aim of this paper is to show the current status of the
laboratory demonstrator development and present first measurements of the entirely setup system. A general overview of the digital
signal processing is given and data transmission as well as time transfer are discussed in particular. The laboratory demonstrator
setup and mechanical construction is presented. Clock stability transfer between high-accuracy radio frequency reference and the
digital signal processing system is shown. Further, optical frequency transfer experiments are performed demonstrating successful
synchronization between laboratories.

INTRODUCTION
Current global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is based on ultra-stable atomic clocks providing the reference for orbit and clock
determination. The achievable accuracy is depended on the degree of synchronization which is limited by pseudo range calculation
and underlying modelling assumptions. In [1] a novel GNSS, the Kepler system, is proposed introducing optical frequency references
in particular cavity-stabilized lasers offering short-term frequency stability in the order of 10-15 s/s at 1 s gate time. The envisioned
constellation of 24 medium earth orbit and four to six low earth orbit satellites is interconnected by bidirectional optical inter-satellite
links (OISL) transferring the optical reference stability allowing for frequency and time synchronization at system level. Further,
OISL enable high accuracy ranging and communication across the constellation. Involved key technology being OISL, used for
many years in space, as well as cavity-stabilized lasers successfully deployed since May 22nd, 2018 within the framework of the
GRACE-Follow-On mission [2]. First simulation results for the Kepler constellation have been published achieving orbit
determination accuracy in the centimeter range for position and tenth of micrometer-per-second for velocity with only one ground
station being present [3]. An overview on current technical developments for OISL as well as optical oscillators for the proposed
GNSS architecture is given in [4]. In order to validate the proposed concept of optical clock references and OISL a laboratory
demonstrator is developed. The setup is organized in two reciprocal units representing one satellite each. Each unit is composed of
optical terminal, discussed more into detail in [5], as well as the communication and ranging system, shown in [6] and further
discussed here.
The paper is organized in two main sections. First the development of laboratory demonstrator with focus on the digital signal
processing system for ranging, data transmission and time transfer is presented. A brief insight on the system integration status and
setup is given. The second part concentrates on performed measurements. In particular, the stability transfer in between a highaccuracy radio-frequency (RF) reference and the digital signal processing (DSP) unit respectively ranging and data transmitter is
shown. The optical reference generation and distribution is validated ensuring proper operation and providing the stability baseline
for all upcoming experiments. Further, successful frequency transfer between cavity-stabilized laser interconnected with the
communication and ranging system via 60 m optical fiber is demonstrated.

LABORATOY DEMONSTATOR
To verify the proposed concept of OISLs for ranging and data transmission within the framework of the Kepler constellation a
laboratory demonstrator is build. In order to fully examine two-way OISL the setup is constituted of two reciprocal units representing
one satellite respectively. Figure 1 shows the simplified block diagram of the laboratory demonstrator setup, for clarification subblocks establishing a one-directional link are highlighted and further explained. The DSP unit at the transmitter (Figure 1 left)
multiplexes the pseudo random noise (PRN) based ranging sequence with the data signal. Following the spread sequence binary
phase shift keying modulates the cavity stabilized laser and is send through the optical terminal towards the receiving unit. Here, the
incoming light is coupled into the fiber by means of coarse-pointing assembly and fine-steering mirror. The optical signal is
coherently mixed with the local oscillator (LO) and transferred to electrical domain by balanced photo-detectors. To match the
incoming carrier’s frequency and phase, an optical phase locked loop (OPLL) locks the LO phase onto the incoming carrier. Besides,
it compensates for frequency Doppler and laser phase noise realizing frequency transfer between the units. Time Doppler is
compensated for by the delay locked loop (DLL) by maximizing the correlation between the received ranging sequence and a locally
generated reference and thereby allows for an absolute distance measurement between the units. A general overview of the scenario,
the laboratory demonstrator as well as a detailed description of the implemented opto-mechanics and the coherent receiver is given
in [5]. In the following the DSP system for communication and ranging is further explained and insights on the actual buildup of the
laboratory demonstrator are given.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the communication and ranging system – sub-blocks utilized for one-directional link from left
to right unit highlighted. Blue arrows represent electrical interconnects. The red dashed arrow illustrates free space optical
link and red solid arrows represent fiber interconnects.
Digital signal processing system
The main requirement for the DSP system is to provide precise ranging and transfer the stability of the highly stable clock reference.
Field programmable gate array (FPGA) technology satisfies these requirements allowing for high chip rate ranging sequence
generation and derived clock design while maintaining flexibility in the development stage of a laboratory demonstrator. The
simplified internal structure of the FPGA (also noted as DSP unit) and the interfaces with the frontend are shown in Figure 2. The
main system clock is provided by a high precision phase locked loop (PLL) locked on the frequency comb which is referenced to the
optical cavity. Hereby, the DSP is synchronized on the frequency comb transferring its stability onto the data and ranging generation
and evaluation. To meet the desired ranging accuracy of 100 µm the spread as well as the reference sequence are output at
25.55 Gigachip-per-second using multi-gigabit transceivers. Further DSP interfaces are given by the coherent receiver, sub-symbol
delay and local oscillator control which are realized by analog-to-digital respectively digital-to-analog converters. For system
configuration and monitoring a controller area network interface running CANopen protocol is implemented fitting in well with the
remaining laboratory demonstrator setup. In order to perform ranging and data reception first the DLL is closed by maximizing the
correlation of the received ranging sequence with the local generated reference. Hereby the received electrical signal power is
optimized allowing the OPLL to lock on the incoming 50 Megabit-per-second data signal. The OPLL detector and loop filter are
realized fully digital as part of the DSP. The local ranging reference is tunable down to sub-chip-shift level enabling ranging
determination with accuracy in the order of 100 µm. The maxima determination relies on analogue correlation and observing three
discrete points (early/middle/late) on the correlation curve in a sequential manner, a detailed description on the DLL implementation
as given in [6].

Figure 2: Block diagram digital signal processing unit
To exchange data a streamlined data transmission system has been developed. After coherent reception the incoming signal is
sampled, digitized and forwarded to the DSP stage. Frame detection and timing recovery is based on autocorrelation with the leading
synchronization header, “Frame Sync”-block in Figure 2. Subsequently resampling to 50 Megabit-per-second data rate and
demodulation by means of hard decision takes place. In order to ensure sufficient data transitions for the OPLL to lock on as well as
minimizing DC wander a line coding scheme is used which is removed by the decoder. The frame is decomposed and the plain data
is written to random access memory. Memory management, frame de-/composition and flow control is handled by the “Data”-block.
Figure 3 shows the currently implemented frame layout. System status is used to exchange general system information such as
locking status of loops. Time stamp and time-of-flight (TOF) are exchanged in order to perform time transfer which is further
explained in the following. The user data section of the frame allows for exchange of information like telemetry data or commands
across the constellation. For demonstration purposes a PRN bit sequence is used to emulate this data.

Figure 3: Composition data frame
Another task of the communication and ranging system is to synchronize the satellite time scales across the constellation. Each unit
independently generates its own local time derived from their highly stable clock reference. In order to harmonize the time scales
amongst the units their mismatch is determined and corrected for. Figure 4 shows a simplified model for two-way transfer scheme
and corresponding time contribution. Under the assumption that both clock references are equally stable the absolute mismatch
between units can assumed to be static. Further assuming identical construction and quasi static thermal conditions over short time
the transmitter and receiver introduced contributions are canceled out for two-way transfer. Given those boundaries the time
mismatch can be determined by means of conveyed time stamps and TOF. TOF is retrieved through high precision ranging and
conversion to corresponding timespan. The simplified time mismatch is given by:
𝜀=

(𝜏 𝑇0 + 𝜏𝑅0 ) − (𝜏 𝑇1 + 𝜏𝑅0 ) + (∆01 − ∆10 )
; 𝜀 = |𝜀01 | ≈ |𝜀10 |, 𝛿𝑇𝑋0 ≈ 𝛿𝑇𝑋1 , 𝛿𝑅𝑋0 ≈ 𝛿𝑅𝑋1
2

Within the framework of the laboratory demonstrator the time transfer is implemented as part of the DSP by “Local Time”- and
“Time”-block, shown in Figure 2. Time-of-arrival (TOA) τR0 and τR1 is taken at the leading edge of the incoming data frame. Using

a deterministic DSP implementation scheme time-of-transmission τT0 and τT1 is rigidly bound to TOA resulting in only one time
stamp and the TOF Δ01 and Δ10 have to be exchanged for mismatch determination. Due to the static nature of the laboratory setup
dynamic TOF behavior is modeled by introducing superimposed offset into the DLL control simulating one dimensional movement
of the units.

Figure 4: Two-way time transfer – τT0/τT1 transmit time stamp, τR0/τR1 receive time stamp, δT0/δT1 transmitter delay, δR0/δR1
receiver delay, Δ01/Δ10 time of flight, ε01/ε10 time offset and v0/v1 vehicle velocity

System integration
The laboratory demonstrator is organized into optical terminal integrated on an optical bench and a rack unit housing the
communication and ranging system amongst others, both are shown in Figure 5. The optical terminal is built from commercial of the
shelf (COTS) optics and mechanics as well as in-house developed electronics. The coherent bidirectional ranging unit (CoBRa) is
internally organized into shelves housing the optical communication system as well as the DSP unit. All main components such as
modulators, laser, coherent receiver and amplifiers are also COTS. The DSP unit is realized by means of a FPGA development
platform providing multiple extension slots populated with in-house developed expansion boards realizing required interfaces and
analogue electronics. The high accuracy frequency reference is provided by an ultra-low expansion spacer based optical reference
laser systems (ORS) type ORS1500 and frequency comb type FC1500-250-ULN from Menlo Systems GmbH.

Figure 5: Optical terminal and rack unit (left picture) housing i.a. CoBRa (right picture detail view side and top)

MEASUREMENTS
The integration of the laboratory demonstrator is far advanced allowing for full system operation and systematic verification.
Evolving towards two-way communication and ranging over optical free space link operation baseline measurements are performed
qualifying fundamental system aspects. In the following the stability transfer of a radio frequency clock reference onto the DSP
system and thereby onto the ranging and time transfer is verified. Further, the optical frequency reference distribution between
laboratories is qualified and first optical frequency transfer experiments between frequency reference and DSP unit over 60 m fiber
are taken out. Quantifying the stability, the Allen deviation [7] is consulted.

Radio frequency reference distribution
The performance of time transfer and ranging strongly depends on the clock reference and additional timing jitter the FPGAs and
other electronic components may introduce. Any deviation from the stable RF clock source directly decreases the precision of the
measurements. To verify that the proposed system is capable of reaching the desired precision an experiment with a single DSP
system is setup like shown in Figure 6. For this experiment the DSP system is referenced to a 10 MHz output of a highly stable radio
frequency reference, Kvarz CH1-75A active hydrogen maser (AHM), with a short-term stability better than 2*10-13 s/s at 1 s gate
time and an approximately 1/τ behavior to 104 s. The RF outputs of the frequency comb will as well provide a 10 MHz signal. To
satisfy the 100 MHz digital input requirement of the DSP a high precision PLL multiplies the 10 MHz to 100 MHz. The 100 MHz
output of the PLL and the 100 MHz output of the AHM are compared against each other with a precision frequency comparator
Vremya VCH-314. For input level adaption of the PLL signal a Femto HAS-X low noise amplifier is used. The overlapping Allan
deviation of this common mode measurement is shown in Figure 6 on the right (blue, solid line). The performance of the AHM
during this measurement is verified by comparing it to another AHM (blue, dashed). In a second experiment the transmitter output
of the DSP generates the 100 MHz clock signal. It is compared to the 100 MHz AHM output and the overlapping Allan deviation is
plot in Figure 6 on the right (red, line with circles). The AHM performance is measured with the second AHM (red, dotted line).
Both AHM performance measurements show the same Allan deviation with a short-term stability of 2*10-13 s/s at 1 s gate time which
verifies proper operation. The PLL and the DSP unit transmitter show an approximately 1/τ behavior with a small additional noise
penalty at 1 s gate time for the transmitter output due to FPGA internal clock distribution, digital processing and analogue frontend.
Still the performance with a short-term stability of 1.3*10-13 s/s at 1 s gate time indicates that the system is capable of reaching the
desired precision in ranging and time transfer.

Figure 6: RF stability transfer measurement setup (left) and overlapping Allen deviation of the measurements (right). First
measurement (AHM vs. PLL) in blue and second (AHM vs. DSP unit) in red. Dashed blue-red arrows in the setup (left) are
valid interconnects for both performed measurements.

Optical reference distribution and frequency transfer
In the current development the setup for the frequency transfer is finalized. As shown in Figure 7 both sides of the laboratory
demonstrator use optical references. The optical reference systems show typically a sub-Hz linewidth and a short-term stability of
about 1*10-15 s/s at 1 s gate time. The cavities have a linear frequency drift of about 1 kHz per hour. The wavelengths are chosen at
1540.56 nm and 1564.68 nm. This allows to use the cavities as carrier for the transmission. For RF clock generation and optical
frequency measurements frequency combs are used which are referenced to the respective cavity respectively ORS by splitting parts
of the light and locking on the heterodyne beat note between the nearest frequency comb mode and the cavity. Further it is possible
to lock or compare additional optical sources to the referenced comb. The cavity and comb pairs are located in two laboratories with
a 30 m hallway in between where the free space experiments will be executed. The laboratories are additionally connected by 60 m
optical fibers to allow reference measurements. In [6] the frequency transfer of a reduced system with a cavity stabilized laser,
frequency comb and a rubidium clock is presented. The results already proved the feasibility of the optical frequency transfer with
an OPLL. The common mode measurement reached a stability of 1*10-15 s/s at 1 s gate time. With the full setup being built, initial
performance measurements of optical frequency transfer between the optical references are executed. These baseline measurements
of the laboratory optical reference distribution are conducted in order to ensure frequency stability other entities of the setup are
referenced to.

Figure 7: Setup for optical frequency transfer verification and OPLL short term stability evaluation
The performance of the cavities and combs is evaluated by measuring each cavity against the opposite frequency comb. A direct
comparison between the cavities is not possible as the wavelengths are too far apart for a direct beat node measurement. Referencing
the combs to their respective cavity their stability is transferred onto the combs. In Figure 8 the Allan deviation of the comparison
measurements between the frequency comb referenced to ORS at 1564 nm and the ORS at 1540 nm (blue, dashed) as well as the
frequency comb referenced to ORS at 1540 nm and the ORS at 1564 nm (red, dashed) are shown. As expected, both are overlapping
within their error bars. It shows that the referencing of the combs to the cavities is working properly. The single stability of the ORS
can be estimated by a factor of 1/√2 lower than the measured system stability to 1.3*10 -15 s/s at 1 s gate time.
To evaluate the stability of the local oscillator of the OPLL, a second 60 m fiber with 1564 nm is routed to the opposite laboratory.
There it is modulated with the PRN sequence and multiplexed data, provided by the receiver DSP TX output for simplicity. Then,
the beam is fed into the coherent receiver and mixed with the LO modulated with the PRN reference. After closing the DLL, the

OPLL is locked on the incoming carrier. The LO which is locked on the 1564 nm ORS is split and a part of the beam is feed to the
frequency comb. The frequency comb referenced to the ORS at 1540 nm is compared to the 1564 nm ORS signal and to the LO. The
Allan deviations of these measurements are shown in Figure 8. The comparison with the ORS (yellow) shows the same system
stability at 1 s gate time. After 10 s gate time the curve deviates from the base line measurements. Changes in the laboratory
conditions, in this case of the temperature, lead to deviations in the drift rates of the two ORS and optical Doppler shift on the 60 m
fiber connection. The Allen deviation of the LO (purple) has a slightly lower measured stability of 2.2*10 -15 s/s at 1 s gate time. At
around 10 s gate time it converges to the parallel ORS measurement. Still the stability performance of the OPLL is capable to
successfully transfer the incoming carrier stability on the LO. A calculated single stability of the OPLL is estimated to 1.05*10 -15 s/s
at 1 s gate time and is below 1.2*10-15 s/s up to 10 s gate time.

Figure 8: ADAV of the comparison between an optical reference system ORS1500 and the OPLL local oscillator output as
well as a short-term stability of the optical reference systems ORS1500 in the setup

CONCLUSION
The current status of the laboratory demonstrator development for communication and ranging over OISL within the framework of
the Kepler constellation is shown. The FPGA-based DSP unit is explained more in detail with focus on data transmission and time
transfer. The integration of the laboratory demonstrator is primarily finished and set up on the 30 m free space test bed at the premises
of DLR. The setup is composed of two reciprocal units each consisting of opto-mechanical terminal, optical communication and
ranging system and high precision frequency reference. In preparation for full bi-directional free-space ranging, frequency transfer
and data transmission different system aspects are tested and verified. The stability transfer of a high precision RF reference onto the
DSP unit respectively the communication and ranging shows satisfying results with a short-term stability of 1.3*10-13 s/s at 1 s gate
time. Verification of the reference transformation from optical to RF and distribution for both sites ensures valid baseline for
upcoming experiments. First frequency transfer experiments between ORS and spatially divided OPLL demonstrate successful
frequency transfer maintaining stability with estimated OPLL stability of 1.05*10 -15 s/s at 1 s gate time. In the next steps the system
is further qualified moving forward to demonstrate full bi-directional ranging, frequency and time transfer as well as communication
over 30 m optical free space link.
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